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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION



CREATE TRUST WITH GREAT RECOMMENDATIONS.

The solution to any analytics problems starts with one thing, good data 
- With our high quality content data, in combination with usage data, you 
get exactly that. All our recommendations are built on top of the highest 
quality data

1. Built on highest quality content data

2. Maximize your content ROI and user engagement

3. Hyper personalization based on users preferences 

USER A 
Enjoys movies with 

The superhero theme

USER B 
Don’t like the superhero 
movies. But loves dark 
drama thrillers

Metadata or collaborative filtering 
20-30% of the library discoverable 

Vionlabs Recommendations 
100% of the library discoverable

Everyone has their unique taste - Every piece of content has several 
layers to it, and with our unique content data we can build 
recommendations that goes beyond superhero -> superhero and action -> 
action. Why did a user like this movie? We know why…!

Build engagement over time - The key to increasing engagement and 
reducing churn is to have your users keep coming back for more, every 
day, every week. And in order for you to do that at a positive ROI, you 
need to leverage your entire catalogue, matching the right user, with the 
right content, at the right time.



NO NEED FOR METADATA OR EXTERNAL ID’s.

High quality input - No more need for reconciling and merging multiple 
3rd-party data sources. We need a video file and usage events, that’s it!

Time of day and day of the week matters - Are we in the mood for the 
same type of content on a Monday morning vs. a Friday night? The short 
answer is ”no!”. We are therefore slicing the week into several time 
segments to drill down into each users unique preferences

Vionlabs Content Data Consumption Data

1. Data input

2. Analytics

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Morning EveningAfternoon Night

3. Combine content data and consumption data

Because you watched: LoganExceed your users expectations - Bring them something relevant, based 
on our unique understanding of their preferences at that exact moment. 
Next-generation personalization unlocked:

• Because you watched - A personalized carousel based on past usage 

behavior and a specific title consumed inside of the relevant time slot

• Weekly Discovery - A personalized carousel that presents the user with a 

variety of new content to discover that week based on a mix of trending 
content and past usage behavior

Weekly Discovery



EASY AND QUICK INTEGRATION.

UPLOAD VIONLABS VIDEO ANALYSIS OUTPUT DATA  
API

LOCAL INSTALLATION VIONLABS VIDEO ANALYSIS OUTPUT DATA  
API

CLOUD UPLOAD

LOCAL INSTALLATION

FINGERPRINT PRICING.

RECOMMENDATIONS BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS PRO

✓Cloud Based Processing


✓On-prem Processing


✓Fingerprint Basic


✓Similar titles


✓“Because you watched”


✓Personal recommendations


✓Time and day-based

✓Cloud Based Processing


✓Fingerprint Basic


✓Similar titles


✓“Because you watched”

From: €3500/month
€1/asset

From: €5000/month
€1/asset

You can either upload your content to our cloud platform where you can 
easily scale up for fast and quick video analysis or we install part of our 
platform in your own environment, the choice is yours.


Check out the API here:                                                 

https://docs.vionlabs.com/result_apis/ 

https://docs.vionlabs.com/result_apis/

